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New Englander rain jacket. Waterproof polyurethane with poplin backing.
Navy with gold piping and
Knights of Columbus embroidered.

Athletic t-shirt with
emblem of the Order and
Knights of Columbus est.
1882.
Sizes Small to XXXXL
Please state size for
XXL add $2.00 3XL add
$3.00 4XL add $4.00
EHBS-702 $20.00

Sizes Medium thru XXXL
Please state size for XXL
add $2.00/add $3.00 for
XXXL
EHSB-464 $71.00

Soccer Jersey: This red 5.4 ounce 100%
polyester Double Dry® t-shirt is moisture
-wicking, has a self-fabric collar and
neck tape, and raglan sleeves. Imprint
‘KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS’ across the
chest. Feel free to run, kick and block
goals all day long in this cool mesh shirt.
Please state Size: Med to XXL for XXL
add $2.00
EHBS-392K $28.50
100% polyester MTR fleece
jacket with elastic cuffs.
Knights of Columbus on grey and
E/O with Knights of Columbus on
red. While they last
Sizes Medium to XXXL
Please state size for XXL add
$2.00/for XXXL add $3.00
EHBS-844 red

$77.00

Sport Shirt: comfortable 100% cotton with pocket and E/O and Knights
of Columbus in 3rd and 4th emblems.

Navy blue jacket breathable lightweight material,
water repellent.

Sizes Medium to XXXXL
Please state size and color for XXL
add $2.00 & XXXL add $3.00/for
4XL add $4.00

Sizes Medium to XXXL
Please state size for XXL
add $2.00/for XXXL add
$3.00 for 4XL add $4.00
EHBS-694 3rd $63.50
EHBS-664 4th $63.50

Colors: white, red, blue & hunter
green (not shown)
4th comes only in blue
EHBS-516 $31.00
EHBS-657 $31.00 4th

KofC Volunteer T-Shirt: Identify
yourself for your next Knights in action volunteer project. Printed in
blue with “KofC Volunteer” and a
large emblem of the Order on the
reverse side.
Sizes Small to XXXL
Please state size for XXL add
$2.00/for XXXL add $3.00
EHBS-716 $18.50

Sports Tek Polo: An economic,
moisture-wicking shirt, this ultra-fine
flat back racermesh navy polo is perfect. It is embroidered with the full
color Emblem of the Order on the
left chest.
Please state size for XXL
add $2.00/for XXXL add
$3.00 for 4XL add $4.00
KG-110 $23.00
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Patriotic Wicking T-Shirt: The navy tshirt is a nice background for
the patriotic red and white imprint that
says Knights of100% polyester interlock
Columbus.
Size small to XXXXL
Please state size for XXL add $2.00,
for 3XL $3.00 & 4XL $4.00
KG-32 23.00
Olive Drab military T-Shirt
with Knights of Columbus in
black.

Full-zip sweatshirt with hood and
slash pockets. Knights logo across
chest.

Size Medium to XXL
Please state size for XXL
add $2.00/add $3.00
XXXL/ add $4.00 4XL
EHBS-532 $15.50

Sizes Medium to 4XL Please state
size for XXL add $2.00/for XXXL
add $3.00/for 4XL add $4.00
EHSB-385 $42.00
also available in TALL
Sizes XL—XXL—XXXL for XXL add
$2.00/for XXXL add$3.00
EHSB—387T $42.00 DISC

Baseball T-Sirt: A casual heather
and navy baseball shirt decorated
with the full color Emblem of the
Order. Great to wear to a softball
game or family outing event. Made
of 5.2-ounce, 100% ring spun
combed cotton. Features a tag-free
label and raglan sleeves.
Size Small to 4XL
Please state size XXL add $2.00/
add $3.00 XXXL/add $4.00 4XL
KG-79 $20.00

Sport Shirt: Light blue comfortable 100% cotton with
pocket with E/O over pocket and Knights of Columbus.
Sizes Medium to XXXXL
Please state size and color for XXL add $2.00
& XXXL add $3.00/for 4XL add $4.00
KGBL-1 $31.00

Vintage Shield T-Shirt.
Screen printed red & white
WWI era shield and on sleeve
Knights of Columbus, Established 1882 in white.
Sizes Medium to XXL Please
state size for XXL add $2.00
3XL add $3.00; 4XL add
$4.00
EHBS-723 $21.00

Adidas Polo Shirt: This Adidas men's Climalite three-stripe polo is
100% polyester. It has a rib knit collar, a three-button placket, and setin, open-hem sleeves. The contrast 3-stripes piping detail on the
sleeves and the contrast heat-sealed Adidas performance logo on back
neck signifies the well-known Adidas brand. The Fourth Degree logo is
embroidered on this shirt in white to match the stripes and trim.
Please state size: Med to 3XL
For XXL add $2.00; XXXL add $3.00
KG-39 $55.00 RED
KG-60 $55.00 BLUE

KG-65 RED E/O (3rd Degree)
KG-70 BLUE E/O (3rd Degree)
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Red Cap: Embroidered with the

Money Clip: The polished
chrome money clip is engraved with the Emblem of
the Order.

K of C Emblem of the Order design. Mid-profile red cap is embroidered with the full-color K of
C emblem, adjustable slide clo-

EHBS-59A $8.50

sure with brushed nickel buckle
and grommet.
KG-30 $13.50
Sweatshirt: A classic look with the
black and white Emblem of the
Order across the chest contributes
to the collegiate look. Made with
air jet yarn for a soft, pill-resistant
finish.
Sizes Medium to XXXL
Please state size for XXL add
$2.00/for XXXL add $3.00
KG-92 $33.00

Waist Aprons: 7.5oz cotton/poly
apron is decorated with a large
full-color Emblem of the Order on
your choice of red or blue
apron. It has a three-section
front pouch pocket. Measuring
24"Wx12" H it has waist side ties
to fit just about anyone.
KG-90 (BLUE) $15.50
KG-91 (RED) $15.50

4th Degree Uniform Tie: Navy
blue 100% silk woven tie with
the 4th degree emblem repeated
allover in gold. Made in the
USA. AVAILABLE THROUGH
UNIFORM.COM
Available in standard and long
length. Standard is +/- 57" and
long is +/- 61".
KG-1 $55.00 Standard or Long
Sport Trek Full Zip: This comfortable
sweatshirt offers maximum versatility
with full-zip detailing. The full athletic
cut gives freedom of movement with rib
cuffs and waistband, set-in sleeves, and
front slash pockets. This comfy and
easy to wear sweatshirt has the Emblem
of the Order or Fourth Degree logo embroidered on the left chest in full-color.
Sizes Medium to XXXL
Please state size: for XXL add $2.00 &
XXXL add $3.00
KG-49 $48.00 E/O
KG-53 $48.00 4th

Can Kooler: Keep your favorite beverage cold with this KOOZIE® can kooler. They are available in red or blue
with a white Emblem of the Order, or
camo with orange imprint.
KG-4 camo
KG-5 Red
KG-6 Blue

$1.50 each

Corduroy Cap: Navy Blue with adjustable rear band and Emblem of the Order. One size fits most.
KG-243 $15.50

Surge Power Bank: A power bank is a portable unit that is used
to charge your mobile device when power is unavailable. Cables
included with the devices, and a USB recharging cord is included. It will charge a rechargeable lithium battery charges to full
capacity in 3 hours. A Brookstone travel pouch is included.
KG-100 #16.50
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Sport Shirt: comfortable 100%
cotton with pocket and 4th emblem

Sport Shirt: comfortable 100% cotton with pocket and E/O and Knights
of Columbus .

Sizes Medium to XXXXL

Sizes Medium to XXXXL

Please state size and color for
XXL add $2.00 & XXXL add
$3.00/for 4XL add $4.00

Please state size and color for XXL
add $2.00 & XXXL add $3.00/for
4XL add $4.00

Colors: RED

Colors: green

KRG-1 $31.00 4th only

KG-531 $31.00

4th Navy Cap: Mid-profile cap is
embroidered with the fullcolor Fourth Degree Emblem. This
cap presents a nice, crisp look that
showcases the Emblem.
KG-104 $13.50
Cap Grey: This structured, midprofile charcoal grey cap is embroidered
with black and white thread, spelling
out Knights of Columbus on the
front. It is made 100% cotton twill and
the closure is a hook and loop that secures with velcro.
KG-19 $13.50
Mesh Cap: This navy hat has 100% cotton front
panels and 100% polyester mesh mid and back
panels. It is structured with a mid profile and a
hook and loop closure in the back. This ultrabreathable cap is extra comfortable on especially
hot days. It sports the full-color Emblem of the
Order or Fourth Degree Emblem on the front.
KG-106 E/O $13.50

KG-107 4TH $13.50

USB Flash Drive: This 4GB capacity flash
drive is blue, and has Knights of Columbus on
the metal piece that swivels over the drive to
protect it. It includes a lanyard, which can be
very helpful in keeping track of the drive, and
it's all packaged in a gift box.

BBQ Tool Set: Every barbeque lover
should own this 3 piece barbeque
kit. The kit includes a sturdy red zippered carrying case, tongs, a fork, and
a spatula with rubber handles.
The red case is screened with the
text Knights of Columbus.
KG-26 $27.50

Flex Light: Bright and
handy magnetic flexible
light has a magnetic base
and can be carried easily.
Available in Black, Green
and Red. Please state color
RFLMB-208 $3.50

EHBS-487 $9.00
This 60th anniversary Pennies For Heaven lapel pin was designed to commemorate 60 years of continuous support to the education of our Priests.
The motto “A Penny a Day and A Prayer a Day” is as strong today as it
was in 1958 when the program was approved and began in the fraternal
year of 1959. Since then a burse of one million dollar was generated by the
state membership and we today are able to contribute more toward educating men to the priesthood.
A limited number of these pins were produced and when they are sold out
they will not be replaed.
All proceeds above the cost of the pin are donated to the “Pennies For
Heaven” program.

$5.00 each
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Rosary Case: snap closure imprint with Knights
logo and Pray the Rosary
Daily.

500th Year Key
Ring: Commemorates Columbus’
anniversary.

SPBK-168 $4.50 (black)
SPBL-168 $4.50 (blue)
SPBR-168 $4.50 (brown)
KC Color Book:
Columbus voyage
color book for children.
EHBS-2016 $ .35

Knit Cap: Show your support with our jacquard
knit beanie cap in grey with a black contrast
stripe. Knights of Columbus is woven into the
acrylic fabric and a fleece lining provides no-itch
comfort and warmth.
EHBS-376 $16.50

SPEC-500 $3.50

Luggage Strap: heavy-duty adjustable
polyester strap. The Ultrahyde ID card
pocket is debossed with Knights of Columbus; a cardboard ID card is included. The strong plastic buckle will hold
tight to your bag. Choose from these
bright colors: yellow, navy blue and
lime green!
KG-23 $3.50 Blue
KG-23A $3.50 Lime Green
KG-23B $3.50 Yellow
KG-23C $3.50 Red
Chaplain Lapel Pin:
Rhodium finish
EHBS-47 $9.00
10K Gold filled
EHBS-48 $22.00

Finger Rosary: Pray the
rosary anywhere, anytime.
EHBS-210 $ 1.00

Life Applique: These Respect
Life Rose Appliques come 50
per pack (two sheets of 25 appliques). The applique features
a red rose and the word 'Life.

Red Silk Tie:
Logsdail features the Emblem
of the Order in gold on
a burgundy ground. Suitable
for year-round wear and made
in the United States of high
quality 100% silk.
KG-88 $55.00

KG-98 $13.25

This three-sided table throw covers three sides of an 8’ table with a 9” overhang in the back. It gives
you easy access for storage under the table, and allows you to sit comfortably behind your table. This throw will work with a 6’ table as well; it is 96” wide, 30” deep and 28” high. It is made of
flame-retardant, premium polyester poplin fabric and is machine washable and wrinkle resistant. Do
not dry clean and do not iron. It is navy blue and features the full-color Emblem of the Order.
KG-200 $240.00 Special Order, 10 day delivery from order date
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Knit Hat & Scarf: Proudly made in the
USA, this 64" elite knit royal Knights of Columbus emblem scarf and matching knit cuff hat
will keep you looking great and feeling
warm. Emblem, text and stripes knit in gold,
red and white on royal blue base. Features reversible design on the knit scarf.

Book of Saints: This beautiful and inspiring volume by well-known author, teacher, and missionary Rev. Lawrence G. Lovasik, S.V.D. will bring joy
to young and old. The book contains the lives of
over 100 popular Saints, and each is made more
memorable by a twofold portrayal in word and picture. The life of each Saint is carefully and simply
written in an informal, pleasing style that will delight parents, teachers, and the children with whom
they share these pages.

KG-102 $29.00

KG-21 $11.50 English KG-27 $11.50 Spanish

Cell Wallet: This black RFID smart
wallet decorated with the emblem of
the Order is perfect for college campuses or if you need a wallet on the
go. The sleeve is made with 3M adhesive backing that sticks to the
back of smartphones and cases.

Five piece coaster set: includes four
round bamboo coasters with a bamboo
caddy to easily store the coasters. The four
coasters have the Emblem of the Order
laser engraved on them and the caddy has
KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS lasered on it.
KG-123 $13.50

KG-103 $3.50
Honorary and Honorary Life Member Lapel Pins. Honorary Life
is 10K gold filled.
EHBS-109 $3.65
EHBS-110 $17.75

Barbecue Set. Perfect for backyard
BBQs or Council’s
Lenten fish fries.
Comes with mitt and
bottle opener. Red
with black. Emblem
of the Order and “It
always tastes right
when it’s served by a
Knight”
EHBS-53 $25.50

Safety Vest: This mesh-back safety vest will ensure that you
are visible as you direct traffic or park cars or manage the flow
of people or vehicles. It is made of 100% polyester and has a
mesh inset at the back to keep you cool. The 2 inch wide reflective taping will make sure you’ll be seen day or night. There
are chest pockets and lower pockets for pens or tools you may
need to carry. This vest is Safety Yellow with the Emblem of
the Order and the text ‘Knights of Columbus’ in black across
the back shoulders.
Sizes Medium to XXL for XXL add $2.00 and for XXXL add
$3.00 Please state size
KG-7 $25.50
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Corps Cap with embroidered full color
emblem of the Order
and Knights of Columbus 1882. Adjustable closure.

White-soft front
washed cap embroidered with
Knights of Columbus.

EHBS-512 $20.50

EHBS-511 $13.50

Navy & Tea Cap: This
Navy Knights of Columbus soft mesh cap is
embroidered with a tea
color emblem of the
Order logo to match the
back mesh. easy to adjust snap closure.
KG-89 $17.00

Navy Washed Knights
Cap embroidered with
Knights of Columbus Est.
1882.
EHBS-557 $13.50

Slouchy hat with fullcolor embroidered emblem of the Order.
100% cotton material
with wide brim.
EHBS-42 $20.00

Camo Cap: midstructured with buckram front, sweatband
and adjustable Velcro
closure. Embroidered
eith emblem of the
Order.

Puff Embroidery Cap:
Navy blue washed chino
twill cap is available with
puff Knights of Columbus
text and Emblem of the
Order print accent.
KG-59 $19.00

EHBS-688 $18.50
Navy/Tea Cap: This Navy Knights
of Columbus soft mesh cap is embroidered with a tea color emblem
of the Order logo to match the
back mesh. It is made of a soft
washed material for overall comfort and appeal. One size fits
most.
KG-89 $17.00

Chevron cap: This twill, unstructured red cap
with a low profile features a white contrasting
curve design to complement the white Emblem of
the Order or the Fourth Degree Emblem that’s
embroidered on the front. Curved over
the opening in the back is the text ‘KNIGHTS OF
COLUMBUS’ . DISC
KG-77 4th Degree
$16.50

Orange washed
Twill Cap embroidered with emblem of
the Order.
EHBS-827 $20.00
Navy Washed Emblem
Cap: soft front cap with
full color emblem of the
Order.
EHBS-687 $13.50
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Tie is 100% silk. Crimson
Red with Gold Emblem of
the Order.
Also in long, state length
EHBS-240 $22.00
EHBS-240L $23.00
Navy Blue with Silver Emblem of the Order.

Tie is 100% silk. Crimson Red with Gold
Fourth Degree Emblem.
EHBS-242 $22.00
Navy Blue with Silver
Fourth Degree Emblem.
EHBS-241 $22.00

EHBS-239 $22.00
Tie is 100%
silk. Navy
Blue, Red
Stripes with
Emblem of
the Order.
EHBS-97
$25.00
Long $26.00

Navy blue silk woven tie with
the Emblem of the Order or
Fourth Degree Emblem repeated
all over in a diamond pattern. Available in standard and
long length.
KG-12 3rd & KG-13 4th
Indicate regular or long
$26.50 long $27.50

Tie: yellow with grey Tie: blue with grey
emblem of the Oremblem of the Order.
der. 100% silk in a 100% silk in a gift box.
gift box.
EHBS-66 $33.00
EHBS-67 $33.00

STRIPED TIE: Navy blue 100%
silk woven tie with the Emblem of
the Order or Fourth Degree Emblem in a stripe pattern. Available
in standard and long length.

Tie: Blue tone patchwork
EHBS-815 $33.00

KG-86 E/O $26.00 Long $27.00
KG-87 4th $26.00 Long $27.00

American Flag Sandwich Cap: This cap
features a repeating American flag motif in
the sandwich bill and a flag-woven label on
the back Velcro closure Embroidered with
the Emblem of the Order or Fourth Degree
Emblem. One size fits most.

Social Baldric: New type
Social Baldric with suspender attachments. Easy to
attach; no pins needed.

KG-46 $23.00

LK-752312 $19.00
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Velveteen Rosary Pouch with matching
drawstring and silver foil-stamped
Knights of Columbus.
EHBS-28 (black)
$1.50
EHBS-28W (white) $1.50
EHBS-28M (maroon) $1.50
EHBS-28B (blue)
$1.50

Leatherette Rosary Pouch with gold foil
-stamped Knights of Columbus imprinted
and Velcro closure.

RSV Bible: Large print scripture
study bible.
RSV-6019 $65.00

EHBS-422 $5.00

Rosaries; traditional
member and ladies
rosaries.
EHBS-Rose1 (black)
EHBS-157 (Ladies)
Rosaries are $4.00 ea
Father McGivney Rosaries: Chose from two
scented rosaries, Red Rose Petal or White Jasmine. Includes plastic container with Father
McGivney’s picture.
EHBS-614 $13.25 (Red Rose Petal)
EHBS-615 $13.25 (White Jasmine)

Tutone Brass case and
solid link bracelet. Threehand Citizen quartz movement, date window, and
water resistant to 100 feet.
This watch comes with the
manufacturer’s lifetime
warranty. The Emblem of
the Order is screened in
gold on the face.

Double gold platted Pyx in 10 host
E/O or 4th Emblem, Indicate
which.
EHBS-9851 $60.50
EHBS-9852 $71.50 (20 host size)
Special Order

Deluxe Knights of
Columbus rosary.
Black for men
EHBS-443 $12.00
Crystal bead for
women.
EHBS-444 $12.00

EHBS-188 $115.50

Memorial Emblem
of the Order; 3”
brass disk with selfadhesive tape.

Memorial Fourth
Degree Emblem ; 3”
brass disk with selfadhesive tape.

EHBS-646 $8.50

EHBS-647 $8.50
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Mass Travel kit; includes
alter linens, chalice, host
box, crucifix, cruets and
hardwood case. 3rd or 4th
emblem.
EHBS-9302 $635.00
SPECIAL ORDER

Family Bible; leather bound St. Joseph’s edition American Bible. Large
type makes for easier reading.
EHBS-164 $46.50

Chasuble & Stole set
For Council Chaplains
soft-white chasuble
with gold metallic embroidered Celtic style
cross on front and emblem of the Order on
back.

Large Print Bible: Features the largest
type of any Catholic Bible in comparable
size. Focus is placed on the text, which
is arranged for easy reading.
616-10 $47.00

EHBS-553 $236.50
Deacon Dalmatic &
stole set
EHBS-556 $236.50
Special order

12” Walnut Crucifix with oxidized
bronze finish.
Respect Life Lapel
Pin: 24K gold-plated
pin features colored
rose. 3/4” tall. DISC

EHBS-30 $39.00

EHBS-191 $3.85

True Celtic Cross
71/2” genuine pewter cross.
Wallets: napa leather wallets, available
in two styles. Genuine leather with
debossed Knights of Columbus.
EHBS-185 $39.50 (two-fold)

EHBS-655 $38.50
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Mini-Jewels: All
are $25.50 each

EHBS-324 Past Grand
Knight

EHBS-325 Past Faithful Navigator

EHBS-323 Former District Deputy

Jewel Ribbon Bar

2 bar EHBS-328 $3.00

Complete Set of 15 Jewels: Each set includes one each for each officer and one
each of three trustees. Includes ribbons and
hangers.
EHBS-130 $269.50 (Special Order)
Individual officer jewels $19.00 each
Complete Set of Assembly Jewels
EHBS-143 $810.00
Degree Lapel
Pin: jewler’s
brass

4 bar EHBS-330 $4.00

3 bar EHBS-329 $3.00

The soft Curly Bear is 9" tall
when standing, and is sporting
a t-shirt with the full-color EmFormer District
blem of the Order design.
Deputy Lapel Pin.
EHBS-839 $9.00
EHBS-46 $9.00
Fourth Degree Tie
Tac.
EMBH-350 $5.50

Fourth Degree
Lapel Pin
EHBS-300 $5.25

EHBS-107 $1.65
In Solidarity with Our
Priest buttons.

10 Commandment Lapel Pin

SWP-1 $ .30 (10 for $3.00)

TC-10 $2.50

Past Grand Knight
Lapel Pin, 10K
gold filled.
EHBS-106 $20.00

25 Yr Lapel Pin:
PG-108 $3.65

Past Faithful
Navigator Lapel Pin 10K
gold filled.
EHBS-114
$20.00
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24 Can Cooler: Keep your food
and drinks cold with the 24 can
collapsible cooler. Perfect for a
holiday party or sports event. The
black Emblem of the Order pops
on the royal blue. With the collapse and expand feature storing
is a snap. (DISC)
KG-55 $24.00
Tote Bag: Zippered tote
bag front open pocket
and 2 slash pockets for
beverage bottles imprinted with full-color emblem
of the Order and Knights
of Columbus.

The Edge Cooler: It has a zippered front
pocket and a large side pocket for a water bottle. This handy cooler has an 8 can capacity
or can easily pack a lunch for a hungry child
or worker. The logo is printed in white and
features the Emblem of the Order and Knights
of Columbus.
KG-14

$12.00

Golf Balls: The Pinnacle
Rush is designed with
proprietary high-energy
core technology that produces fast ball speed for
extraordinary distance on
all full swing shots.
Sold in dozens

EHBS-398 $12.00

Deluxe Tote Bag
EHBS-822 $19.00
DISC

EHBS-424 $22.00
Pad Folio 5X7 small leatherette
pad folio with span closure. Emblem of the Order and Knights of
Columbus.
PTFO-555

$7.50

Black Attache Case: Multipocket with
handle and shoulder strap 15”W x
12”H x 5”D. Space for pens, business
cards and other recessary items for
Knights of Columbus.
EHBS-651

$20.00

Velocity Compu-Brief: Great for the Knight on the
go. Zippered main compartment features Velcro closure laptop sleeve which holds most laptops up to
17”. Has a zippered front media pocket and rear compartment with file dividers.
Emblem of the Order is debossed into the bag,
KG-28 $55.00
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Emblem of the Order Decal: Foil
decals available in 3”, 5, 7, 11” and
18”.
EHBS-1517
EHBS-1518
EHBS-1518XL
CS-205 (5”)
CS-241 (7”)

$1.00 Double sided
$5.50
$8.00
$3.75
$4.25

Mechanical Pencil .07mm lead
TE225-47 $1.50

Emblem of the Order Patches:
Embroidered patches are available
in 2”, 3” 4” and 8” diameter.
EHBS-1981
EHBS-1982
EHBS-1983
EHBS-1987

$1.50 (2”)
$3.50 (4”)
$3.00 (3”)
$10.50 (8”)

Metro Gel Pen comes in black, blue, purple
and red. Medium point. State color choice
GPBK-58 $1.00 each

Fourth Degree Decals:
Available is sizes 4”, 13”
and 16”.
EHBS-1507
$2.25 (4”)
EHBS-1507L $4.50 (13”)
EHBS-1507XL $6.75 (16”)

Fourth Degree Patches:
Embroidered patches are
available in 4” and 8”.

Laser Grip Pen; inscribed “Charity, Unity, Fraternity and Patriotism”.
MLSP-400 Maroon
BLSP-450 Blue

$3.50
$3.50

EHBS-884 $3.00 (4”)
EHBS-1988 $10.50 (8”)

Emblem of the Order Patches:
Embroidered no background
patches are available in 5” size.

Deluxe white round pencils are imprinted
with Knights of Columbus in blue. These are
ordered by the gross (144). (disc)
EHBS-192 $ .25 ea
While supplies last!

LK-15554 $10.00

Knights Love America Decal:
EHBS-1509 $ 1.00

Emblem of the Order
with Rocker: Embroidered patch with Knights
of Columbus rocker.
EHBS-706

$3.00

Emblem of the Order Sticker Sheet:
Stickers of various
sizes, 52 per sheet.
EHBS-1600A $4.25
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Praying Hands Pen imprinted with praying
hands and First and Always Catholic.

Bic Rollerball Pen: with a white imprint on the
cap: "Knights of Columbus Recruiter's Pen -Use It Today!" along with the Emblem of the Order logo.
EHBS-287 $1.50

EHBS-92 $3.50

Various pens available.

Blue, Green, Gun Metal, Black & Red
A

A. Tuscano Pen; inscribed “In Solidarity with our Priest and Bishops”.
TUS-61 $3.50

Black, Burgundy, Purple, Blue & Green

B

B. Paragon Pen; inscribe “Experience
of a Lifetime”.
PARA-125 $2.50
State color

Padded Deluxe Padfolio
with built-in solar calculator and 81/2” x 11”
ruled writing pad.
Debossed with emblem
of the Order and Knights
of Columbus.
EHBS-543 $22.00
This black folder includes
an 8½" x 11" ruled writing
pad, and the inside cover
has a slash pocket and a
business card holder. The
front cover features a
pocket to slide a business
card into and has a goldstamped Emblem of the
Order on it.

Cube Pad this brick
of 700 pages features
a different Knights of
Columbus logo.
EHBS-546 $5.50

Emblem of the Order Coffee Mug with
full-color emblem of
the Order.
EHBS-194 $8.50
4th Degree mug
EHBS-662 $8.50

EHBS-488 11.00

Navy Blue coffee mug imprinted with Knights of Columbus. Made in USA

Notebook Pad: handy
pocket spiral top notebook with 100th logo.

EHBS-663 $11.00

NP-100 $1.00
While supplies last

Car Magnet: Oval car magnet 4”
X 6” easy to apply and remove.
EHBS-85 E/O $4.50
EHBS-84 4th $4.50

Gel Pens: Soft touch gel pens.
STBL-71 Blue
STBU-71 Burgandy
STBK-71 Black

$1.25 each
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Ceremonial Sash:
Yellow and White ceremonial
sash is available in short, regular
and extra long. Also used by
District Deputy. Specify Size
ENC2 $33.00 XL $34.00
Book of Saints:
The book contains the lives of
over 100 popular Saints, and
each is made more memorable
by a twofold portrayal in word
and picture. The life of each
Saint is carefully and simply
written in an informal, pleasing
style that will delight parents,
teachers, and the children with
whom they share these pages.
The glorious, full-color illustrations are strikingly beautiful
and marked by their fine detail.
KG-21 $11.50 English
KG-27 $11.50 Spanish

Tie Clip PGK:
Past Grand Knight Tie-Bar. Size- 2-1/8".
Gold Plated with Emblem of the Order
ENG-4052 $15.50

Tie Clip PFN:
Past Faithful Navigator Tie-Bar. Size- 2-1/8".
Gold Plated with 4th Degree Emblem.
ENG-4053 $15.50

When you want an economic, moisturewicking shirt, this ultra-fine flat back
racermesh navy polo is perfect. It is
embroidered with the full color Emblem
of the Order on the left chest. This polo
has unparalleled breathability for superior cooling and moisture-wicking.
Sizes Small thru 4XL
Please state size for XXL add $2.00/
add $3.00 for XXXL/add $400 for
4XL
KG-110 $23.00
Key Tag:
This key tag is made of soft
Ultrahyde. It is black and
the Emblem of the Order is
debossed on it. Carry your
keys in style!
KG-124 $3.00
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Our Lady of Guadalupe: This beautiful
figure of is made of a
resin/stone mix and
is decorated with
calming pastel colors. She stands
9.45"H x 4.53"W
x 2.76"L. DISC

It is made of resin
and stone and is 10
1⁄4” high.

KG-25 $28.00

EHBS-619 $30.00

Holy Family Figure: has the look
of a fine wood
carving by Joseph’s Studio®
Collection.

Light Jacket: Light navy jacket merges wind- and waterresisting performance . This unlined piece is easy to wear
over base or thermal layers. The shell is 100% polyester
and there is a cadet collar with a chin guard. The sleeves
are set-in and there is elastic binding at the cuffs and hem.
The jacket is available with the full-color Emblem of the
Order or Fourth Degree Emblem.

Tumbler, Stainless: 30 oz.
Emblem of the Order
Stainless Steel tumbler
with clear removable twiston lid keeps your cold
drinks cold and your warm
drinks warm longer!
KG-78 $22.00

Please state size for XXL add $2.00 3XL add
$3.00 4XL add $4.00
KG-109 4th Degree $31.00
KG-117 E/O $31.00

Pennies For Heaven: 60th anniversary lapel pin. Proceeds go to
Pennies For Heaven. Limited edition.
EBM-PF150 $5.00

St. Francis: This figure of
St. Francis is made of a resin/stone mix and is 8.66"H
x 4.92"W x 3.54"L. A deer
and a rabbit are curled at his
feet as a dove perches on his
arm.
KG-45 $39.00

Pencil: Regular hex lead pencil available in Yellow, Lt Blue, Red, Dark Blue, Brown and Orange. Stenciled with “Knights of Columbus: First
and Always Catholic”.
WHX-24 $ .30 each

Cell Phone Holder: Universal AirVent Phone Holder. Black with white
Emblem of the Order Imprint. This
holder easily clips onto your air vent
to hold your phone. Rotates 360
degrees – View your device at any
angle. Expands up to 3.5” to fit most
phones.
KG-29 $4.50

Armor of God shield token: features a sword laid atop
a cross on one side and ‘Armor of God’ and a reference
to Ephesians 6:10-18 on the opposite side. Slide this in
your pocket as a reminder that God is watching over
you.
KG-17

$2.50

Fr. McGivney Lapel Pin, This
beautiful antique looking lapel pin
of our Founder has a military
clutch for securing to lapel.
McGP-237

$3.75

McGP-BX237 $3.75
In a presentation case
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12” Knights of Columbus Wood Ruler: Great for students and Knights.
RWP-45

$ .50

Paragon-Stylus Pen: This fine writing
pen is designed to write on paper etc and
the rubber tip on your ipad, cell phone or
tablet.
Colors: Lt Blue, Red, Orange, Green, Pink
& Dk Blue please state color
STY-87 $2.50

Acrylic Tumbler:

Twist Stainless Steel Tumbler: This
sleek tumbler keeps beverages hot because of its double wall construction of
stainless steel with a plastic liner. 15
ounces and fits most standard car cup
holders with full-color Emblem of the
Order screened on it.
KCG-15 $9.00

Hot and cold 16 oz. tumbler,
you can have it both ways.
The double-wall acrylic construction maintains the temperature of your drink. The
lid is perfect to sip hot
drinks and the acrylic straw
and stopper is great when
you want to enjoy cold beverages and carries the white
Emblem of the Order.
KG-16 $6.75

Travel Membership Card Case:
ideal place to keep your membership cards or use for business
cards
EHBS-35 $ .60 ea or
$7.00 per dozen pack

Sports Bottle: This bottle is
perfect for anytime you want
to bring a drink along. It
holds 25 ounces and has a
large opening so you can add
ice. The molded grip fits
most car cup holders. It features the white Emblem of
the Order on the front.
(Charcoal)
KG-99 $8.75
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Knights of Columbus static cling decal to your car’s rear window, and it’s a snap
to remove or move, as well. It is imprinted with Knights of Columbus in collegiate
style lettering. It measures 18” x 1 1/2”. EHBS-542 $1.75

Coin Squeeze Purses, are oblong in shape and
easy carry in pocket holding your lose change.
Available in red, green and blue.
FCP-90

Outdoor Decal: This Lo-Tac adhesive diamond decal with ultraremovable adhesive measures 5" x
5" and features the full-color Emblem of the Order. It is designed for
outdoor applications like car bumpers and more.
KG-20 $3.00

$1.50

Lanyard: Navy
and
Yellow Lanyard is perfect for all Knights. Eagle claw and keyring
keeps keys and other essential items close by and easily accessible
during any activity. A buckle and woven fabric provide durability and
release,
while
allover Knights of Columbus Text
and Charity + Unity + Fraternity + Patriotism remind others of the
core beliefs of the organization.
KG-44 $6.75
Coaster set: This five piece coaster set includes four round bamboo coasters with a
bamboo caddy to easily store the coasters. The four coasters have the Emblem of
the Order laser engraved on them and the
caddy has KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS lasered
on it.
KG-123 $13.50

Wall Clock: 10” diameter wall clock imprinted with Emblem of the
Order and Knights of
Columbus.
EHBS-606 $22.00

Sword Letter Opener. 8” long intricately detailed antiqued gold handle with bright silver
blade imprinted Knights of Columbus.
EHBS-481 $13.75

Mouse Pad: 8”
round vinyl surface
with full-color emblem of the Order

Chrome License Plate Frame: 6”
x 12” Frame, white raised lettering, navy background and finished
edges.

EHBS-555 $7.00

EHBS-99 $7.75
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BL-3-154 3 LED FLAS LIGHT
KEY CHAIN in blue, red,
gun metal, purple & black.
State color choice

Gavel;
EHBS-1406 $13.50

ROBOTIC READING LIGHTRBT-133 $3.75

$4.50
Frisbee: purchase a USA made Frisbee. Measuring 11" in diameter frisbee with white Emblem of
the Order is great for a family event or an afternoon.

POCKET KNIFE
Also in gun metal.
State color choice
RD-230 $4.50

KG-56 $7.75

Pewter Belt Buckle: Solid pewter
Knights of Columbus Emblem of
the Order oval belt buckle. Standard belt loop and prong. Alloy
Lead Free. Belt not included.
KG-57 $33.00

Post-It Notes: The pads are 3" x 4" and
this pack includes 10 pads with 50 sheets
per pad. The Emblem of the Order and
Knights of Columbus Protecting Families
for Generations is printed in black on each
sheet.

Pocket Note Book
top Spiral bound
note pad. Easy to
carry for quick
notes. Emblem of the
Order.
PNB-81 $1.25

Vacuum Tumbler: This 14 oz stainless steel dual wall tumbler has a
black matte finish, distinctive yellow
band and full color Emblem of the Order with white text. has a lip groove
that allows you to position the drinking spout without even looking. There
is a leak proof screw-on lid that comes
apart for easy cleaning and has an
open/close push button locking closure.

PG-605 $9.75

Golf Towel: 24”X15” soft black golf towel
made of 100% cotton. Jacquard emblem
of the Order and Knights of Columbus.
EHBS-677 $15.50

KG-22 $17.50
Daily Meditation: These minute meditations for
every day of the year contain a Scripture reading, a
reflection, and a prayer. Fr. Winkler offers us an opportunity to develop a closer relationship with the
Holy Spirit and apply the fruits of our meditation to
our everyday lives. Specs - Leather-like cover 4"x6.5"
Author. Fr. Jude Winkler, OFM Conv.
KG-8 $10.50

Pewter Key Chain
medallion emblem of
the Order.
EHBS-613 $5.50

Daily Companion: In a few short minutes, the Scripture quotes, passages from Church documents, and
thoughts from the saints which begin the days in this
book will provide comfort and guidance for married
couples to live their vocation to the fullest. A brief
reflection and prayer complete this dynamic daily
practice. Specs - Leather-like cover 4"x6.5" Author:
Allan F. Wright
KG-105 $10.50
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Centennial Pin 2003
05-2003

Fraternal Year
2004-2005
05-2005

Fraternal Year
2006-2007
05-2007

Fraternal Year
2011-2012
05-2012

Fraternal Year
2008-2009
05-2009

Fraternal Year
2013-2014
05-2014

Fraternal Year
2007-2008
05-2008

Fraternal Year
2015-2016
EHBS-192
$3.00

105th
Convention
Key Ring
105-2008

Fraternal Year
2016-2017
EHBS-125
$3.00

Fraternal Year
2014-2015
05-2015
$3.00

Most prior year pins are $1.00 each unless otherwise priced and all medals & key chains are
$3.00 each

Centennial convention medal
100-2003

101st
Convention
Medal
101-2004

Fraternal Year
2018-2019
05-2018
$3.00

102nd
Convention
Medal
102-2005

103rd
Convention
Medal
103-2006

104th
Convention
Medal
104-2007

106th
Convention
Medal
106-2009

107th
Convention
Medal
107-2010
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Evangelization Series 11
books in series at $1.25
each special price for entire
series

4th Degree Laws &
Rules
1530- $1.50

Luke Hart Series: 30 books
in the series at $1.25 each
special price for entire series

Flag Manual:
EHBS-4686 $1.25

Veritas Series: 45 books in
the series at $1.25 each special
price for entire series

Color Corp Drill Manual
EHBS-808 $1.75

Charter, Rules and Constitution of the Order.
EHBS-30 $4.85

Reusable Tote Bag: This non-woven tote bag will
become your go-to bag for everything. It is made
from non-woven polypropylene and has a poly
board insert made of recycled plastic for added
strength and stability. It is royal blue, and has the
Emblem of the Order and the text 'Knights of Columbus' on one side.
KG-3 $2.00
Passport Wallet: Wallet made from black
bonded leather. The document holder has RFID
blocking technology to prevent unauthorized access
to personal information.

Multi-colored Pencils:
Assorted colored #2 pencils
MCLP-21 $ .30

KG-75 $13.00

Garment Bags: Protect
your garments with a
24” x 60” or 24” x 40”
vinyl garment bag.
Emblem of the Order
and Knights of Columbus.
EHBS-149 60” $20.00
EHBS-163 40” $7.75

Ice Scraper: This heavyduty classic ice scraper
has a suregrip ribbed handle and a
tough scraping blade 10"
long and 4" wide. Emblem
of the Order printed in
white.
KG-101 $3.50
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Distinctive and attractive 24k gold plated chalice with paten or ciborium.
The large chalice features a highly polished cup and base contrasted by
a gold oxidized "fish" pattern in deep relief on the node and stem. It
stands 9" tall with a cup measuring 4 1/4" in diameter. Patten well is
recessed. The matching ciborium has an overall height of 10" with a
cup measuring 4 3/4" in diameter - it holds 200 1 3/8" hosts.
Select either Emblem of the Order or Fourth Degree Emblem.
EHBS-8122 $440.50
EHBS-8123 $440.50 Matching Ciborium

Distinctive and attractive 24k gold plated chalice with paten or ciborium.
The chalice features a highly polished surface and stands 7 3/8" tall
with a cup measuring 4 1/4" in diameter. The matching ciborum has
an overall height of 7 7/8" with a cup measuring 4 3/4" in diameter it holds 200 1 3/8" hosts.
Select either Emblem of the Order or Fourth Degree Emblem.
EHBS-8206 $357.50
EHBS-8207 $357.50 Matching Ciborium

A CATHOLIC FAMILY FRATERNAL ORDER DEDICATED
TO FAMILY, CHURCH, COMMUNITY AND COUNTRY
ESTABLISHED IN 1882
BY VENERABLE FR. MICHAEL J. McGIVNEY

The Country Store is operated by Ed and Sheila Hebert Sr. with assistance from William and
Charlotte Smith of the Bremerton Council. We will be pleased to assist with your needs in Knights of
Columbus paraphernalia. Not all items are represented here so, just call if you don’t see what you
are looking for.
All prices are usually good until December 31, 2019, but all prices are subject to change
without prior notice and availability.
We can be reached by email ephebert@comcast.net or by telephone 360-373-0592
or mail to: Edward P. Hebert Sr., 1510 Winfield Ave., Bremerton WA 98310
William Smith, 2455 S. Flower Ave., Port Orchard WA 98366
All profits from the Country Store are donated to Our Lady Star of the Sea Catholic School or
other affiliated programs. Thank you for supporting Catholic School and Youth Religious programs.
Fraternally,

Ed & Sheila Hebert Sr.

